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Digital transformation is about positive change. It’s the leveraging of technology 

to enhance corporate culture, customer experiences, and business processes. 

At its core is the enhanced management of data, and it’s essential to recognise that  

technology is merely an enabler to that end. 

The goal is to make your organisation’s processes more reliable, effective, and 

efficient. It enables you to eliminate mistakes and automate the mundane. 

The benefits of digital transformation are measured in profitability, improved         

client acquisition, and superior client satisfaction. It’s central to how you gain 

competitive advantage.

Law firms benefit more than most but they also face internal resistance to change. 

This is overcome with analytics to prove the return on investment, so giving the 

partners the certainty of measurable productivity gains within relevant timeframes. 

For the legal industry, the impact of digital transformation is huge. Consider that 

a one percent growth equates to just one additional six-minute billable unit, daily, 

for every fee earner. It might not sound like much, and yet the impact on the firm’s 

profitability is significant. Now imagine gaining an hour per day. It’s achievable.
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RECENT STUDIES HIGHLIGHT THE LEGAL INDUSTRY’S INEFFICIENCIES
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Percentage of fee 

income spent on 

non-salary overheads.

33%
The average date 

each year on which 

fee earners start to 

generate super profits.

22 Nov.
The average number 

of support staff to fee 

earners, each paid an 

average of £26,000 pa.

0.51
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With their typically insightful analysis, 

McKinsey & Co. report that those 

organisations which have performed a digital 

transformation are ‘23-times more likely to 

acquire customers, 6 percent more likely to 

retain customers, and 19-times more likely to 

be profitable’.

Supporting McKinsey, we have also read the 

recent report, The State of the Legal Market in 

the U.K., published by Peer Monitor and Acritas, 

both part of Thomson Reuters, highlighting 

that digital transformation is a hot topic, and it 

stresses that lawyers:

“... risk falling behind their clients’ 

expectations if they do not keep up. But 

even without client pressure, law firms 

should be looking more closely at the 

opportunities offered by the new wave of 

technology that is becoming available, 

especially in areas such as artificial 

intelligence and data analytics”.

For firms of every size, the imperative to 

change is an absolute, and the time is now! 

YOUR FEE EARNERS 
AND THE IMPACT OF 
THEIR MISSING 1%

The Law Society’s Financial 

Benchmarking Survey 2020, 

conducted by Hazelwoods LLP, shed light 

on the pressures of running a law firm in 

the United Kingdom. With net profit per 

equity partner dropping by 3.7% in the 

year prior, and worse to come when the 

results of 2020 are revealed, this is no 

time to just stand still.  

From the report, we learn that for those 

firms with calendar year financials, it takes 

until November 22nd for a fee earner to 

break even: 90% of their revenues merely 

go towards covering their costs.

HAZELWOODS EXPLORED 

THIS WITH PRECISION: 

“For example, let’s assume a practice 

with 20 fee-earners, all with an hourly 

charge-out rate of £175. Fee-earners 

record an average of 1,100 chargeable 

hours each per year, and recover (i.e. bill) 

80% of the recorded WIP value, resulting 

in total fee income of: 20 x £175 x 1,100 

x 80% = £3.08m.

“If the fee-earners are able to increase 

the recovery rate by just 1%, annual fee 

income and profitability will increase 

by £38,500. If the fee-earners can 

improve productivity by 1%, then this 

gives a £30,800 increase in turnover and 

profitability.

“A 1% improvement in productivity 

represents just one additional 

six-minute unit per fee-earner per 

day. A 1% improvement in both 

productivity and recovery increases 

income and profits by almost 

£70,000.”

Digital transformation delivers this one 

percent, and many times more. Quickly.

ABOUT US

Now in our 30th year, Advanced UK is a 

leader in information management. From 

our London HQ, we support organisations 

of every size and across multiple industries 

in their journey to modernise and build 

resilience.

At Advanced UK, we believe that 

information – your data – is the heart of 

the modern legal business, and we have the 

solutions to help you manage it optimally. 

Your digital transformation and business 

continuity planning is central to our mission. 

IT’S WHAT WE DO.
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CAN YOU AFFORD 
BUSINESS AS USUAL?



WHY NON-BILLABLE 
WORK CONSUMES 
40% OF REVENUE

Fee earners and support staff alike are drowning in non-billable work. A study 

by Thomson Reuters indicated that up to 40% of small firms’ time is spent 

on administrative, non-billable activities – which includes the actual process of 

billing itself. 

Given that the payment of the bulk of the firm’s profits is made to the Partners, and 

they themselves are merely covering their overheads until the last six weeks of the 

year, margins are certainly thin.

Your digital transformation program must put focus on the inefficiencies which 

consume so much of your heard-earned revenue. Automation of HR processes, 

marketing, financial administration and compliance are just a few examples where 

non-billable work can be saved. 

When considering the non-billable work, one must consider the firms other operating 

costs too. How can these be constrained, and where do you begin? Consider that UK 

law firms print an average of 19,600 pages per employee per year, and the total cost 

of print can reach a staggering six percent of revenue. Invariably, much of this work is 

not charged to clients, and still more is in support of dated processes.

Many firms have archaic invoicing systems beset with inaccurate data held in 

disparate systems which make reconciling expenses impossible. Yet more revenue was 

lost throughout the lockdowns of 2020/21 because staff had no access to the data 

they required. Stories abound of partners commuting to their offices to open and 

scan post to email. 

With digital transformation comes the chance to win the potential clients you 

have been missing. For example, have you considered how many conveyancing 

opportunities fell through simply because of office telephone systems which were 

unable to facilitate call transfers? 

Effective digital transformation initiatives are typified by management stakeholders 

recognising that the modern business - and the upcoming stars within - will seek out 

those firms with the freshest thinking.  Clients are also becoming aware of your firm’s 

approach, and increasingly they’re choosing their legal representatives accordingly.

YOUR TRANSFORMATION 
BEGINS WITH PROCESS
AUTOMATION

The Law Society’s Financial Benchmarking Survey assumes an average of five 

chargeable hours per day, but in reality, fee earners in many firms do not re-

cord anywhere near 1,100 chargeable hours per annum. Where does the time go?

So much time is squandered on resolving errors, very often because the systems 

in place rely upon manual processes which are error prone by default. Throughout 

the firm, you should be implementing repeatable digital processes which follow 

consistent rules. 

1. COGNITIVE 

CAPTURE.

Leverage embedded AI 

and cognitive services for 

document processing and 

data mining of structured 

and unstructured data.

2. SMART

INTEGRATION.

Connect to critical systems 

without coding and 

integrate with one click. 

Build and orchestrate 

workflows with third-party 

technologies to do more.

3. CASE

MANAGEMENT.

Dynamically generate or 

respond to business events 

while involving knowledge 

workers anywhere

4. RULES

MANAGEMENT.

Implement business 

decision logic or new 

policies while repurposing 

assets across the 

organisation.

5. TASK

AUTOMATION.

Deploy powerful Robotioc 

Process Automation 

(RPA) to automate tasks 

and suport your human 

workforce

6. DATA 

ANALYTICS.

Enhance decision making, 

reporting, and workflow 

optimisation with extensive 

analytics across workflows.
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MIGRATION TO CLOUD 
TECHNOLOGIES
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Cloud computing is the new normal, and Software as a Service 

via a subscription model now dominates the market.

The advantages of cloud computing are key to reducing the non-

billable costs, and yet in-house servers remain more widespread than 

most businesses realise. 

LOWER HARDWARE COSTS

In all likelihood, your firm has multiple 

servers: there’s one for your case 

management system and finance 

system, one for your website, and often 

others too. Consider that each server 

costs between £3,000 - £15,000 to 

purchase and maintain, depending on 

the size of your firm, and balance this 

against a cloud-first approach which 

reduces this outlay to zero overnight.

Even if you think you’ve already gone 

cloud-first, is that really the case? All 

of those printers, scanners, and multi-

functional devices (MFDs) are probably 

connected to local servers. These 

so-called print servers remain a drain 

on your IT budgets and with recent 

advances they too are now obsolete.

LOWER OPERATING COSTS

The cloud approach saves your firm 

the costs of proving a secure server 

room, with its own budgetary demands 

through heating and air conditioning 

costs. The costs associated with the 

physical security of that sensitive space 

are also eliminated.

With the cloud, you don’t need to 

purchase ever-more sophisticated server 

to ensure support for the latest versions 

of the many software suites you’re 

running in-house, as not only do SaaS 

solutions include all software updates 

and upgrades automatically, but all of 

the hardware requirements are built-in.

MOBILITY

Simultaneously, you gain the advantage 

of having your staff able to work 

from anywhere. As the pandemic 

demonstrated, business continuity 

means always preparing for the 

unexpected, and being able to work 

from home is undoubtedly a critical 

component of ensuring your firm’s 

survival.

Cloud computing affects your 

telephone systems too: with VOIP 

(Voice Over Internet Phone) means 

your fee earners, support staff, clients 

and other third parties may now 

engage with each other seamlessly. Ask 

yourself if this was the case with your 

firm during the lockdowns of 2020/21?

The next step is to integrate your systems to maximise information flow and 

reduce the bottlenecks which hinder productivity. Your journey starts with these 

four questions:

• How can I use automation to deliver a frictionless client experience?

• What steps do I take to eliminate manual processes?

• What’s the best way to automate at scale?

• How do I create digital workflows to unlock data insights?

On a daily basis, your firm receives so many documents ranging from court 

documents, conveyancing documents, contracts and loan agreements and 

so much else, and you know first-hand of the problems caused by relying on 

information hidden in disorganised piles of paper.

The tedious sorting, internal distribution, data entry and, once stored, retrieval 

of important client documents negatively impacts the productivity of every 

employee. It’s where errors begin. 

After scanning, the solution should reliably classify all documents, automatically 

extract relevant data and then index it to the correct case reference. The solution 

should ensure proper mail categorisation to enable prioritisation and allow a 

seamless electronic flow of information both internally and externally. 

It should avoid any manual engagement, should easily fit into the existing 

database back-end infrastructure and should overall improve space, auditing, 

efficiency and business continuity. Above all, there should be a drive to eliminate 

manual data entry.

To achieve these goals, we use intelligent document processing. This is AI-

based cognitive intelligence which learns, processes and classifies unstructured 

document data. Built-in machine learning and natural language processing 

automates complex document processing.

Automated process discovery is used to record, map and analyse business 

processes and applications including interactions via desktop and internal and 

external applications. This gives you the insight into existing processes and tasks 

that ‘digital workers’ (software robots) can automate.

Finally, implementation should rely on a ‘low-code design environment’, in 

which the software recognises applications, screen areas and objects in real 

time, to enable automation by people who aren’t software developers. 

YOUR TRANSFORMATION BEGINS WITH 
PROCESS AUTOMATION (cont.)



NEW APPROACHES TO 
CLIENT ACQUISITION

Growing the firm – and being more profitable – is more than working more 

efficiently: attracting new clients in a changed marketplace is a bigger 

challenge than ever before.

Referring again to the McKinsey & Co. study which showed that those organisations 

that have performed a digital transformation are ‘23-times more likely to acquire 

customers, 6 percent more likely to retain customers, and 19-times more 

likely to be profitable’, why is this?

Gone are the days when law firms marketed merely by having a beautiful brochure 

and a listing in the Yellow Pages. Just as your clients probably vary between 

commercial and consumers, how they engage with you depends on their ages, 

interests, and even their environmental awareness.

With the best digital transformation techniques, you can revolutionise your client’s 

user experience to one of optimal engagement suited to them as individuals. It 

begins with that first touchpoint, probably your website, through to telephone calls, 

emails and printed letters: clients value a consistency of branding, messaging, and 

personalisation. 

Personalisation today is more than ‘Dear Mr. Smith’, because the technology available 

to law firms large and small extends through to serving relevant hyper-personalised 

content, regardless of the medium, whether that’s via your website, emails, printed 

documents and more.

Multi-channel marketing enables your firm to communicate with your prospective 

clients according to their preferences. The younger, digital-only, person will be happy 

to avoid paper (and might choose your firm because you don’t use it wastefully), 

while a later generation will be irritated if documents aren’t printed.

Your approach to marketing is ripe for digital transformation because a website alone 

is not enough. At its simplest, consider that your company newsletter emailed each 

month to your subscribers is ‘one size fits all’: everyone receives the same content. 

So why, if you’ve just prepared a will for someone, would they be interested in a 

newsletter the next month with more about wills?

With personalisation, you can stream the content of greatest interest to whichever 

segment of your client base you choose. You can maintain the consistency of 

presentation and messaging regardless of whether it’s via print or email. This can extend 

easily to recognising their visit to your website, and adjusting the content presented. 

Ultimately, client acquisition is the lifeblood of any firm. Against that challenge, 

there’s, the growth of Alternative Legal Service Providers who gain much of their 

work by being more cost efficient on the more pedestrian legal tasks, and the fast 

growing challenge of US firms desperate to enter the UK market. Now is the time to 

modernise the firm’s marketing.
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MANY CHANNELS

ONE CONVERSATION.

The leding technology for engaging your 

audiences with personalized, relevant 

communications across Print and Digital 

media touchpoints.

MANY CHANNELS

ONE CONVERSATION.



THE COST OF SECURITY 
AND COMPLIANCE

How many data breaches did your firm have in 2020? A recent FOIA request to 

the ICO by Tim Hyman of 2TWENTY4 Consulting revealed that nearly half (48%) 

of the top 150 law firms have reported data breaches since the GDPR came into 

force in May 2018. 

Unsurprisingly, 41 per cent of those breaches were a result of emailing the wrong 

person. The reality is even more shocking: the overwhelming percentage of data 

breaches go unreported.

At Advanced UK, we have assisted numerous firms in such cases, and we have seen 

the costs impact the most senior members of the firms, with clients then demanding 

drastic compensation, or demand that billable hours are written off as gestures of 

goodwill. Digital transformation can halt these losses.

THE PARTNERS HAVE LIABILITY

This isn’t a matter only for your COLP, it rests on the shoulders of all of the partners. 

Carelessness with personal data can carry criminal penalties, and the commercial 

risks of a data breach are such that a firm’s reputation can go up in smoke overnight.

You have a duty to ensure documents, data, information, and your systems 

themselves are secure. There must be robust access controls and logging of 

your applications, such that you can ensure the total management of the firm’s 

information in accordance with your GDPR obligations.

 THE FIVE MAIN CAUSES OF DATA BREACHES

Data leaks from organisations all of the time and, given the nature of the data 

handled by any solicitor combined with the intensity of interaction with multiple 

clients, it’s no wonder that law firms are at particular risk. Here are the top five 

failures which lead to data breaches:

• Emailing or posting personal data to unintended recipients.

•  Emailing or posting documents which contain personal data to recipients who 

don’t have a lawful basis for receiving such data.

•  Documents which are printed and then lost, or left in an insecure location, 

whether organisation internal (such as left in the printer’s output tray) or 

external, such as on the seat of a train.

•  Improper document disposal, not least of all being as a result of staff working from 

home while lacking secure (3D) document shredders.

• Outright theft of documents and data by a departing staff member.

Since you cannot permanently secure all data all of the time and retain a functional 

organisation, it is still possible to control what data is printed or emailed. This can 

range from enforcing the printing of security watermarks, adding QR codes which 

prevent ‘Smart’ multi-functional printers from making copies, preventing printing 

altogether based on document classifications, assigning specific rights to documents 

based on user credentials, and much more besides.

All of these controls, as well as the tools to redact documents dynamically 

according to organisational rules, are achievable for any modern office.

SMART REDACTION PROTECTS PAPER AND EMAIL

Kofax Output Manager, part of Kofax ControlSuite, is the ‘next generation’ of 

redaction software prevents most of the data breaches noted above through 

advanced document inspection and interrogation. It works by detecting and 

redacting personal data and confidential data based on individualised configurations.

Using centralized print management and scripts to standardise documents across 

multiple print centres, when users commit documents to printers or email systems, 

the software implements intelligent document controls, along with print audit trail 

and reporting, to restrict what can be released.

Once you have trained the software, its AI-driven redaction engine can identify or 

remove sensitive information prior to printing or transfer via email, or it can simply 

remove the overall document from the normal workflow.

It’s clear that if a document can be identified according to its source, file location, 

tags, content, or user permissions, and then have that document 

protected from release to a printer or email application, that your 

compliance systems are immediately stronger.

These approaches enable the organisation to establish a true 

document ‘chain of custody’, so you gain an audit trail of how has 

accessed – or printed – controlled data. The combination of all of 

these elements reduces the human touch-points, reduces human 

error, expedites workflows, enhances your security, and helps the 

firm to generate more profits.  
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USE INPUT / OUTPUT 
DATA MANAGEMENT

Solicitors are overwhelmed with non-digital processes which incorporate many 

document types derived  from multiple sources. As they work, they are sending 

documents in multiple formats to colleagues, systems, and clients alike. Due to 

the inherent lack data and analytics, the resultant errors are revealed through 

accidental disclosure, misplaced client files, under-reporting of costs, and worse. 

Ask the experts. Ask Advanced UK.
Call us NOW on 01895 811811
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TYPICAL FEATURES

•  Security & User 
Authentication

• Follow/Pull Print
• Reporting & Accounting

TYPICAL FEATURES

•  Manual to Automated & Paper to Digital Transformation
•  Modular, Flexible & Scalable
•  Security, User Authentication, Control/Permissions
•  Compliance Management, Error & Risk Reduction
•  Existing Business Systems & Process Integration
•  Document Re-engineering & Legacy Data Transformation
•  Improved Productivity & Resource Efficiency
•  Office Follow/Pull Print plus Print-Room Integration
•  Reporting & Accounting
•  Office, Mobile & Home-Based Worker & Process Support

PRINT

MANAGEMENT

INPUT-OUTPUT

MANAGEMENT

Print Room
Integration
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Print Management
Solution

Input-Output Management Solution
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Printer
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Systems

Online
Storage

Data 
Systems

Online
Storage

Many law firms have invested in print management applications to deliver the 

analytics required for cost allocation, and yet these tend to be poorly configured 

and too complex for system administrators to load with the correct parameters. The 

result is that only 45% of firms charge clients correctly for colour prints, and only 

44% charge for document scanning. 

Print management applications are versatile, but they’re let down through not having 

control of documents across multiple sources and destinations. Indeed, many fail to 

deliver any benefit when it comes to digital file types, such as emails, which might 

never get printed. 

Since digital transformation is about automating processes, enhancing security and 

lowering costs, the industry emphasis has now steered to the ‘next generation’ of 

print management, referred to as Input-Output Management.

Belonging at the heart of any digital transformation program, this approach centres 

on a dynamic workflow engine, powered with the tools to automatically classify, 

convert, route and control every document, whether paper or digital. 

The goal is to automate the collection and distribution of documents, while 

generating a ‘chain-of-custody’ such that not only is the location of every 

file known, but there’s also an accounting of exactly who interacted with it 

throughout its life cycle.

The routine printing and filing of emails, as one example, is a redundant work practise. 

So is all printing of documents for file copies. With Input/Output Management, such 

routines are fully automated, as are manual processes for uploading files into case 

management applications.   

Law firms are document-centric businesses, and your document management 

processes need to be robust. Your workflows should be engineered to extend beyond 

security, governance and management of content workflows in order that your users 

can work faster and more accurately.

The growth of your firm cannot rely merely on winning new clients if the systems 

upon which you rely will only cause still more errors, more support staff, and more 

risk exposure. With a well-considered program of digital transformation, you can 

create the foundation for growth and increased profitability. 

Windows PC 
or Mac

Windows PC 
or Mac

Windows PC 
or Mac

Mobile
Device

Mobile
Device

Mobile
Device

MFD & 
Scanner

Hot-Folders 
& Emails

Workflow Engine

Hot-Folders 
& Emails

Will need this as 

a scalable (to any 

size) for a job next 

month...
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OUR EXPERT
CONSULTANTS...

Are available to advise on your digital transformation and 

cost reduction objectives.

t. 01895 811 811
www.advanced-uk.com

BOOK ONLINE 

OR CALL US.


